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At a Glance

JUST ASK at a glance
During 2021, four ‘Just Ask’ events were held virtually via Zoom between April and July and
two face to face events were held in August and September in Dunstable and Biggleswade
respectively.

406 visitors across all of the
events.

The events were supported
by over 164 volunteer hours

27 organisations (3 of which
attended more than one event)
joined us this year

We visited 2 locations in
Dunstable and Biggleswade

We held four virtual events
with over 120 visitors

A key concern was accessing
services during the Pandemic
and the ongoing vaccination
programme
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Introduction
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Introduction
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire
(HWCB) engages with the community
to ensure that people’s views,
concerns and experiences are heard
by key decision makers, commissioners
and service providers.
We work in partnership with many
organisations who provide health
and care services, including support
services, and engage with the public
by organising events, developing
surveys, producing reports, providing
information and advice, as well as
signposting people to other relevant
organisations.
Details of all Healthwatch Central
Bedfordshire’s events, reports,
surveys and updates are available
and promoted on our website, social
media platforms, as well as weekly
e-bulletins and quarterly newsletters.
One of HWCB’s annual, primary public
engagement events is ‘Just Ask’ which
is now in its 9th year. The aim of the
activity is to reach out to people in our
community and to give everyone the
opportunity to have their say.
Unfortunately, during the peak of
the pandemic in 2020 we paused the
‘Just Ask’ programme of events but
resumed the programme in 2021, with
a combination of virtual and face to
face events.

Right: Visitors
to the Just Ask
events in Dunstable
and Biggleswade,
and available
information

In previous years the programme
of ‘Just Ask’ events ran from April
to September where we visited
various public areas across Central
Bedfordshire, for example, car parks
and market squares, where we were
joined by staff and colleagues from
a wide range of organisations to
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provide a wealth of information and
advice about health and social care
services delivered locally. This gave
the public the opportunity to speak
with HWCB staff, volunteers and
representatives from local health and
social care providers. The ‘Just Ask’
programme is very popular with our
partner organisations as it provides
an effective and responsive means of
engaging with the local population
and it has evolved into an effective
network that is able to respond to
issues or concerns that may otherwise
go unheard or unresolved.
In 2021, as the pandemic continued,
we took the decision to launch a
revised ‘Just Ask’ programme to be
held virtually every month between
April and September. The programme
was launched on 7th April 2021, and
designed to coincide with national
themes, for example, Mental Health
Week, Carers Week etc, held virtually
via Zoom.
When the lockdown restrictions
eased during the summer we planned
our first face to face events which
took place in August and September
2021. Once again we invited a wide
range of voluntary and statutory
sector providers to join us, including
colleagues from the emergency
services.
The full programme of ‘Just Ask’
virtual and face to face events was
widely advertised through our website,
social media, local publications and
via parish councils. More focussed
advertising for each virtual monthly
event was undertaken, just prior to
the event taking place, to encourage
as many people as possible to join in.
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JUST ASK SUMMARY
Planning for the virtual ‘Just Ask 2021’
events began in February 2021 via
regular Zoom meetings. HWCB staff and
volunteers, alongside colleagues from our
key partner organisations, met to evaluate
the program outcomes from 2019, to share
ideas, and to plan a draft timetable.
The publicity campaign included the design
of a poster (see image) to advertise the
program which was widely distributed
across our network plus a digital
promotional campaign that included all
social media networks. This was completed
at the early stages of the programme and
continued throughout the season, all of
which is key to ensuring that ‘Just Ask’
2021 is widely promoted to attract a large
audience.

The virtual ‘Just Ask’ events were held
between April and July 2021. All those
interested in joining were asked to register
prior to the event for a Zoom link to be
sent to them. Each event was hosted by a
member of HWCB staff and organisational
speakers had a maximum of 20 minutes
to present and promote their service. A
‘chat function’ was available for questions,
monitored by a HWCB staff member.
Opportunities were available, after each
session, for visitors to ask questions, and
attendees were provided with HWCB
contact details at the end of each event
to submit any further questions they may
have had. Overall, we held four virtual
events.
When lockdown restrictions began to ease
HWCB moved the events to face to face
and in August and September we visited
Dunstable (Asda car park) and the Market
Square in Biggleswade. The number of
visitors attending both virtual and face to
face events is summarised as follows:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

406 visitors across all of the events.
27 organisations (3 of which attended
more than one event)
April 7th – total number 28 visitors
May 20th – total number 28 visitors
June 9th – total number 32 visitors
July 15th total number 34 visitors
13th August (Dunstable) – total number
123 visitors
21st September (Biggleswade) - total
number 161 visitors.

Voting tubes were available at the
Dunstable and Biggleswade events to ask
the public their views on where they felt
that NHS money should be spent. The
results are summarised in the table over
the page:
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Voting Tubes 2021 - Where should NHS money be spent?
Mental
Health

Staffing

Community
Services

Technology

Specialist
Services

Dunstable

25

9

9

6

6

Biggleswade

11

18

15

7

8

TOTALS

36

27

24

13

14

Location

Although this was a quick snapshot vote,
clearly mental health is where the majority
of people feel that NHS money should be
invested.
In this report the information presented
by each organisation is summarised under
separate headings with examples of
feedback and questions included
throughout.
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The Appendices included provide a summary
of all the questions asked and responses given
including any comments and feedback to the
presentations for each event. Any actions
taken by HWCB, in response to queries raised
by the public, are also included.
A prize draw to win an M&S gift card was
offered to members of the public that
participated in the virtual events. The winners
were chosen at random and were delighted to
receive their M&S gift card.
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Virtual ‘Just Ask’ 7th April 2021
Theme: World Health Day
This session was well publicised and
promoted and a total of 28 people attended
via Zoom. Members of the public were asked
to contact HWCB prior to the event to obtain
information on how to join online which
included guidance and protocols.

Speakers from six organisations included
Age UK and Central Bedfordshire Council’s
(CBC) Public Health team, as well as
Bedford, Luton & Milton Keynes Clinical
Commissioning Group (BLMK CCG) who all
joined for the two hour session.

Attendees included HWCB staff and
volunteers (including Directors) as well as
organisational representatives from the
Thomas Pocklington Trust, Respite at Home
and Minds2gether.

The feedback received after the first
virtual ‘Just Ask’ event was positive,
comments included the following:-

‘Great session; thank you to all the speakers’
Masuma Ali, Engagement Officer, Thomas Pocklington Trust
‘I just wanted to say what a lovely session it was today’
Sharon Wood, Communications and Engagement Officer, Central Bedfordshire Council
‘Thank you for the excellent Just Ask event which was most informative and excellently
delivered by your team’
Ray Smith, Chair of the Leighton Buzzard PPG Network,
member of Leighton Road Surgery PPG
‘Excellent session - very interesting - looking forward to the next session’
Nicola Kidby, HWCB volunteer
‘Well done, very interesting and good luck’

‘Thanks all - very good session’

‘Interesting first Just Ask session thank you’

H E A LT H W A T C H C E N T R A L B E D F O R D S H I R E

Linda Harrison, HWCB volunteer

Bob Smith, HWCB volunteer

Nicola Mills, Respite at Home Volunteers
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Age UK
This session focussed, inevitably, on the Covid-19 pandemic which included the vaccination
programme, local contact tracing, and the impact on local Age UK services. Publicity Officer,
Hilary Tuohy, joined the session from Age UK and spoke about the services they provided; how
they had been affected by the Covid-19 pandemic and when they would resume face to face
services. Hilary said:
During the Covid-19 pandemic Age UK services have been limited but have continued, via
the phone and email, by providing information, advice and signposting people (aged over
50 years) to those who can support. Many people have contacted Age UK regarding financial
issues, housing and help with form filling especially for Attendance Allowance and benefit
entitlements.
Other chargeable services have continued such as home- help, gardening and carers respite
with Covid-19 safety measures put into place so that contact with the client was avoided as
much as possible.
The Age UK befriending service, which was in place before Covid-19, has increased
exponentially during lockdown. Over 300 people were telephoned by Age UK during the first
lockdown. Uptake of vaccinations for their clients has been positive from their experience.
Carers vouchers have continued to be issued by the council during the pandemic to those who
are experiencing financial difficulties; the vouchers can be used to pay for Age UK services.

BLMK Clinical Commissioning Group
Dr. Chris Longstaff, a General Practitioner (GP) in Leighton Buzzard and member of BLMK
CCG spoke about Covid-19 vaccinations and vaccine hesitancy. Sarah Frisby, BLMK CCG Senior
Communications and Engagement Manager, was also in attendance. This session was held in a
‘question and answer’ format.
Examples of some of the questions and queries are detailed as follows:
Will more virtual call appointments be used going forward?
Observation – I opted to use the e-consult option and sent a photo to GP, bit like a form
of triage, which worked well and have had a good outcome. I think there should be more
publicity about this.
How will the shortage of vaccines in CBC affect residents?
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The Thomas Pocklington Trust, on behalf of their clients, were told that they had been
advised that information from hospitals is not being provided in an alternative format
in a way that is acceptable, for example, in email or large print format for partially
sighted. If individuals request, it should be provided. What are the main reasons for
anti-vaccination and how is this being tackled?
Is the leaflet that was meant to be delivered to each household around vaccine hesitancy
going ahead, as I haven’t seen any yet?
All questions and answers from this session plus additional comments can be found in
Appendix A.

Central Bedfordshire Council (CBC)
Public Health team
Fatumo Abdillahi, a Senior Public Health Officer for CBC presented, via PowerPoint, Covid-19
Local Contact Tracing.
Fatumo explained the process involved in how to stop transmission of the Covid-19 virus,
isolation and how residents would be contacted, should they be Covid-19 positive. This would
either be by telephone or a member of the contact tracing team visiting residents homes if
they have been unable to contact them by other means. The contact tracer identified the
people that residents had been in contact with, and they in turn were contacted and asked to
self-isolate.
Fatumo went on to give more details of the ‘Local Zero Model’ utilised by CBC. Previously
the process of contact tracing would have been undertaken by a national focus group but had
been localised to CBC who, after being sent results of positive cases of their residents within
an hour, could begin the process of contacting them much more quickly. CBC were able to
contact 70% of those identified. Those who did have English as their 1st language had access
to contact tracers that could speak in their native tongue.
Also, some residents with positive results were contacted by CBC and were asked additional
questions to try to identify where the outbreak may have occurred, for example, unclean
trolleys in supermarkets. These investigations were taken forward to prevent further
transmission of the virus.
Lateral testing centre locations were discussed and for those people who could not work from
home, information was provided as to where they could go to be tested as well as other ways
to access testing, for example, home testing kits. These are useful for those people that are
asymptomatic (do not have symptoms) and the results are sent by text to these people very
quickly.
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Virtual ‘Just Ask’ 20th May 2021
Theme: Mental Health Week
Three organisations, including ELFT Mental Health Services, Kooth and MIND BLMK presented
at this virtual session. Unfortunately, ELFT Maternity PPL Perinatal Team were unable
to attend as planned. A total of 28 people attended the session including members of
the public, HWCB volunteers, staff and colleagues from other organisations. Once again,
members of the public were asked to contact HWCB prior to the event to obtain information
on how to join online which included guidance and protocols.

ELFT Mental Health Services
Patrick Moore, the Transformation and Social Care Lead, presented on behalf of East London
Foundation Trust (ELFT). A slide show presentation was displayed. Patrick explained the
following:
ELFT are the NHS service provider for mental health across Bedfordshire. ELFT offers support
for all ages, both in the community and at in-patient units based in Luton and Bedford
Hospital, with both single sex and specialist wards. Services offered range from wellbeing,
the mental health crisis team, NHS111 (option 2), complex needs, early intervention and
many more specialist niches which have been created in more recent times.
Some services work in ‘silos’ and to overcome this, the national ‘Transformation Service’ is
being rolled out to promote closer working between teams and with the voluntary sector. A
pilot project is currently underway with the Ivel Valley North Primary Care Network (PCN),
with Caroline Lucas MP, involved to ensure the right intervention is occurring at the right
time with patient input.
During Covid-19, there has been an increase in demand on their services. Service user
engagement and participation are paramount for success. Life expectancy for those with
a mental health illness is decreased by 20 years, so whole well-being assessments are
undertaken to include other aspects such as healthy living, lifestyle, life goals, housing and
finances with collaborative working with other agencies.
Keeping people informed as to where they are in the process of receiving the support
needed is key but unfortunately not always successful, however, ELFT will address issues
when this has occurred and put steps in place to improve in the future. They are currently
looking at different ways to hold a clinic, not necessarily in a formal clinical location, maybe
even in a church hall if there is sufficient demand.
ELFT also supports the family and the carers of the patient. Dialectic Behaviour Therapy
(DBT) for families is provided for them to recognise the symptoms before the situation
escalates.
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MIND BLMK
Caroline Cook ‘Project Support Officer’ presented on behalf of MIND BLMK.
MIND BLMK work across local communities to support mild to moderate mental health issues
up to those with a clinical condition and is mostly self-referring. A person contacting the
helpline will be contacted by someone from within their local area and if their situation is not
appropriate for MIND BLMK to help with, they will be signposted on to a range of services they
work in partnership with. In May the service operated online and via Zoom, though they will
be returning to face to face support, however they would continue to offer both methods of
service provision. Caroline explained more about the services offered as follows:
Mind Matters
This service is delivered face to face in Ampthill, Biggleswade, Dunstable and Leighton
Buzzard. These are informal and structured offerings (group working), with the latter
discussing a relevant topic to the group, chosen by the attendees. These meetings last
for approximately 90 minutes.
Peer Support Services
Groups come together and provide emotional, practical or social support to each other,
helping to show that others have similar issues, to prevent isolation. There are mixed
and single sex groups available.
Peer Mentoring Service
Aimed at people wanting to work to a particular goal. They have allocated mentors,
who have experienced mental health issues themselves and are matched to those who
can best support them. The issues are vast, ranging from getting into employment,
confidence building or accessing public transport. There are a maximum of 12 sessions
in 2-hour durations.
Crisis Café
This a new service in Central Bedfordshire and will be held between 5pm to 11pm four
evenings a week in Luton and Bedford from June 2021 as well as two nights a week at
Flitwick and Biggleswade (to be arranged). Support is provided and advice of services
is available, but the main purpose is to de-escalate the situation the attendee finds
themselves in.
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Kooth
This session was presented by Tiana Golden (Engagement Lead, BLMK).
Kooth is a national free, online counselling service offering support for young people aged 11
- 19 years old, 365 days a year; in some areas it is a blended service also delivering face to
face engagement. Last year it supported over 100,000 young people nationally with 805,000
online logins between January and June 2020 alone.
Tiana explained that all communication is done via text or online with a queue waiting
system. A person can leave a text message if there are long queues, and a responder will
reply when they come back online. Initially, users must register certain details anonymously.
Full names are not used; individuals create their own accounts including their age and
location. There are online areas; information and articles on offer are age appropriate.
Once registered each person is given a traffic light colour to highlight if they present with
any serious concerns, for example, suicide or safe from harm and then in the future, should
they go online again, they will be sent to the top of the list as a priority, and this ensures
they are listened to as quickly as possible. Users can also access a one hour per week
counselling session online; there is no videoing or direct calls made or received by Kooth at
all.
Users of Kooth have access to the following areas:◊

Kooth magazine – users can also contribute to the articles.

◊

Kooth Forum – users can communicate with other users but have no way to connect
outside of the forum.

◊

Counselling Service – text base only.

◊

Kooth continually access data via their feedback, to questions asked of the Kooth
community on moods etc. via the app. They also track locality to assess areas with any
issues higher than normal.
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Virtual ‘Just Ask’ 9th June 2021
Theme: Carers & Volunteers Week
Four organisations joined this virtual session via Zoom which included the Disability
Resource Centre (DRC), Community Voluntary Service (CVS), Carers in Bedfordshire (CIB)
and the Diabetes Education Team at Bedford Hospital. A total of 32 people attended the
session including members of the public, HWCB volunteers, staff and colleagues from other
organisations. Once again, members of the public were asked to contact HWCB prior to the
event to obtain information on how to join online which included guidance and protocols.

Diabetes at Bedford Hospital
This presentation was shared by Bedford Hospital Diabetes Education Team (represented by
educators Joannah Griffey & Laura Rockett) which provides advice and education to newly
diagnosed patients and those who have had long term diabetes. They outlined the options
available for patients with:◊

Type 2 diabetes (T2D) - Patients diagnosed within the last 12 months

Joannah and Laura explained that T2D is a condition where the pancreas is not working fully,
and the body is insulin deficient. They clarified that a person’s weight is often an issue, but
other factors can cause the condition such as family history, ethnicity, anxiety, depression,
pancreatic surgery, cancer, gestational diabetes and Polycystic Fibrosis. People aged 50+ and
Afro Caribbeans are at higher risk.
Young adults are seen in a hospital setting and are educated about their condition. The service
during Covid-19 was provided by DESMOND (Diabetes Education and Self-Management for
Ongoing and Newly Diagnosed) which is currently a virtual education programme designed
to provide understanding on the condition and how to reduce risk. It empowers a better
understanding of the condition and its treatment. The programme is provided online in three
sessions of two hours long and attendees need to attend the whole course. There are two
Diabetes Educators with up to five patients on the course.
The link to DESMOND is www.MyDesmond.com; there are lots of videos and games throughout
the course but the whole event is structured. The Desmond.com site allows a person to dip
in and out of education as they are able. If a person is unable to join a group for whatever
reason, there is the ability to do a 1:1 session and they also offer phone calls. These sessions
last 2.5 hours and can also be delivered in Punjabi, Hindu and Urdu but these are offered for a
limited time due to funding.

H E A LT H W A T C H C E N T R A L B E D F O R D S H I R E
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If someone has had T2 diabetes for longer than a year, during Covid-19 it is being delivered
via MyDESMOND.com and attendees have free access to this for two years, going over selfhelp areas via interactive activities and quizzes, short videos and evidence-based articles.
Attendees particularly enjoy the community forums and chat, providing tips and support.
Booking onto the course is via a GP referral, doctor or practice nurse and they will put you
in the correct path. Contact 01234 730428, provide your NHS number, GP surgery, DOB, and
date diagnosed with T2 Diabetes. You will then be advised of the course dates available.
Email address is: bhn-tr.icdsstructurededucation@nhs.net
They discussed their future plans which is to hold face to face sessions from September 2021
if restrictions are lifted. Community halls are normally used to host these, however, they
are currently being used for vaccinations.
If a person has had T2 diabetes for over two years, then the course for them is ‘ADAM’. This
course involves 10 patients plus guests attending the whole day course.
Other courses are available including ‘ESTA’ (Eat Smart Think Active) which is a group
weight loss course for residents of Central Bedfordshire and Bedford Borough. In June it was
available online and run at Bedford Hospital. An alternative course is provided by MoreLife
however a person does not have to have T2 diabetes to attend; it is for all ages, lifestyles
and health conditions.

Community Voluntary Service (CVS)
Speaker Paul Atkins provided details of his background, how his own mental health issues
and the death of his son had been helped by the CVS, and the value of volunteering. Due
to Covid-19 CVS are down on 200+ opportunities therefore CVS are now ‘cold calling’
organisations and voluntary organisations to determine if they require volunteering roles to
assist them. These roles are then placed on the CVS website. Most volunteering roles will
begin in September 2021, but some will be earlier, restrictions withstanding.
CVS work with all sorts of people, including those at Job Centres and assist in helping to
streamline the online processes. They can provide training (including trustee training) and
will tailor to specific groups.

Disability Resource Centre (DRC)
Three speakers attended from the DRC and a PowerPoint presentation was displayed. The
DRC are an independent service however they work with Age UK, the Citizens Advice Bureau,
and Advice Central which is based within the DRC location.
They are funded by Central Bedfordshire Council to provide an advice and information
service, support with benefit and form filling, immigration and legal issues. Their main aim is
to identify the needs of the person and provide support and signposting. All of their services,
at the time of the virtual session, were online.

18
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The presenters explained that the DRC also offer support with employability, IT and wellbeing as
well as providing free help and support for people with mental health issues. The DRC provide
advice and support on Direct Payments, alternatively known as ‘Personal Health Budgets’ and
‘self- funding’ where a person can manage their own money. Direct payments are neither a
benefit or an income and is funded by the Local Authority as a statutory responsibility for social
care and social activities built around an individual’s needs and preferences. For example, a
person can choose to remain at home with support from the personal assistant rather than
moving into a care home; DRC can support with recruitment of personal assistants. There are
various payment methods available with oversight by local authority.
Personal health budgets are managed by BLMK CCG but an individual has little control over it.
The DRC also provide information to employers about their responsibilities and legal obligations.

Carers In Bedfordshire (CIB)/Young Carers
Jenny Harris presented for Carers in Bedfordshire and explained that CIB is a local charity
supporting unpaid family carers, for example, family members, neighbours or friends. She
explained that carers’ roles are normally taken on suddenly and can kick in immediately
or could happen over time as a condition develops over a few years. Getting people to
identify that they are a carer is a challenge; there are currently 40,000 carers estimated in
Bedfordshire alone but only 8,000 carers are formally registered.
CIB promote their services to carers via communications, radio, newspaper and partnerships
such as Healthwatch and ELFT. They have a dedicated team to provide support with anything
from addiction to ill health as well as providing advice about carers assessment. On contacting
the service, carers will be asked how they are coping and the impact of being a carer on their
own health and wellbeing. They are also provided with advice about CIB. People can access CIB
support groups too, all online currently. They provide exercise, art and choir sessions which
have been provided online; the plan is that some of these groups will continue as the carers
have found these very helpful. Wellbeing practitioners provide workshops and 1:1 support for
carers either online or via face-to-face groups. For those struggling with caring, a wellbeing
practitioner can work more closely with them to enable them to maintain that role. A small
grant may be provided that helps with their wellbeing, for example, a gym membership or a
small break away from caring, however this has to be endorsed by a health professional.
Jenny informed the group that they hoped to begin ‘pop up’ cafes to enable carers to meet CIB
support workers, have some respite, or even bringing the person they are caring for, and have
an activity, for example, Christmas craft in November and December.
Carers can also have subsidised wellbeing sessions, for example, a haircut, a foot massage or
chiropody. CIB also provide First Aid training and host condition specific talks every quarter.
Carers lounges are based in Luton & Dunstable and Bedford Hospitals where carers can drop
in to gain advice and support. CIB also support young carers and run a counselling service via
the Bedford and Leighton Buzzard Offices if a carer would like to discuss their issues in more
depth.
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Virtual ‘Just Ask’ 15th July 2021
Theme: Young Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire
For this session, Young Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire, (YHW) facilitated and were joined
by three organisations: CBC, Morelife and SNAP (Special Needs Action Panel) each providing
a presentation. A total of 34 people attended the session including members of the public,
HWCB volunteers (including young volunteers), staff and colleagues from other organisations.
Once again, members of the public were asked to contact HWCB prior to the event to obtain
information on how to join online which included guidance and protocols.
Our Young Healthwatch Officer for HWCB welcomed everyone to this discussion, to discuss
issues affecting young people across Central Bedfordshire.

Morelife
Two representatives from MoreLife presented a PowerPoint presentation.
They explained that MoreLife provides support with weight management and offers free weight
loss management programmes for all ages, families and individuals. They do this via Primary
Care Networks, community groups and events, and work in partnership with Bedford Borough,
Central Bedfordshire and Milton Keynes Councils.
To qualify with MoreLife, a child should be above the 91st centile and adults should have a BMI
greater than 30; and they require intervention to prevent weight gain, although people do not
always have to meet this criteria.
People can either self-refer into the service or be referred via their GP, community groups
or other health professionals. MoreLife try to make their services as accessible as possible so
they host in hotels, community venues and schools. MoreLife found that 20.6% of children in
reception class are above healthy weight and this will increase to 34.3% by the time they reach
Year 6.
Even during lockdown MoreLife found that working with schools was the best route in to
helping families using virtual support and have just begun face to face support. In one Central
Bedfordshire school they delivered a six week classroom programme, that included coaching
the parent teachers, staff and pupils about obesity and healthy lifestyle via a Whole School
Approach (WSA). They want to extend the WSA to other schools in Central Bedfordshire
covering topics such as sugar levels, physical activity with agreed plans in place to achieve
better outcomes. They plan to do this via age appropriate assemblies, drop-in sessions and
afterschool clubs. In the community they plan to hold holiday clubs, and family centre drop-in
sessions.

20
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The family programme is a 10 week programme delivered by practitioners working with the
whole family. They work specifically with the children and re-group at the end of the session
so they can reach family targets. Siblings are eligible if they meet the criteria and the whole
family is included. Each week, the 10 week programme differs, to include the eat well
guide, portion size, physical activity, sleep, games, sport and activities. The younger people
can lead the sessions and make suggestions. The children learn new games and activities
which help to build their confidence as it does not isolate and doing it with their family
ensures they are not isolated and all of the family is encouraged to join in.
MoreLife also offer telephone, skype and online support which are fun, interactive,
psychologically informed, and evidence based (via Leeds Beckett University). MoreLife
provided their contact details.

SNAP
Kirsty Green of SNAP Central Bedfordshire (Special Needs Action Panel) spoke about the
services they provide.
Kirsty explained that SNAP is a parent carer forum set up as part of SEND implementation in
2014 under the Children and Families Act. One of the principles of the Act, set out in Section
19, requires that the views and wishes of children and parents are taken into account and
they have an interest in decision making to help achieve the best educational outcomes.
SNAP work alongside young people (ages 0-25 years) so that they get the best possible care;
SNAP also promote ‘Parent Care Participation’ (PCP), that is, parents and professionals work
together to make informed decisions about children’s services and the best way to make use
of resources. Professionals and service users co-produce and are classed as equal partners.
SNAP partner with Central Bedfordshire Council (CBC) and the BLMK CCG to promote an
independent perspective to planning of services. They are not a support group but do
support each other, and neither are they a protest group and they cannot provide advocacy
services. If they can see a gap, and can get funding, they will help provide some guidance.
The membership and service are both free.
SNAP provide a signposting service to other organisations, for example, SENDIASS (Special
Educational Needs and Disabilities Information Advice and Support Services), Home-start,
‘early help’ via CBC and Carers in Bedfordshire. They run community events such as coffee
mornings, attend external public events, provide training for members to access and can
support with care plans.
Kirsty explained that once someone is a member of SNAP, they could attend coffee mornings
which were held once a month via Zoom (at that time). They have parent panels where 6-8
parents can talk about experiences, for example, providing information about educational
care plans. They offer a ‘Maxcard’ which provides a discount for various venues. They
arrange events such as conferences and provide training in topics such as ADHD and dyslexia.
More and more training is being provided by SNAP and they are trying to recruit more
members and welcome their suggestions on courses if they think it is needed. SNAP provide
and distribute ‘Sunflower’ lanyards to people with disabilities.
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SNAP undertake an annual survey to allow the service user to be evidenced; in 2020 they had a
high number of respondents (636) and the survey report was distributed by CBC, BLMK CCG, the
Department of Education, OFSTED and the Care Quality Commission (CQC). Feedback from this
survey was that the new website (which was due to be launched in September 2021) was not
effective enough, therefore a revised website will consequently be launched in January 2022.
Some of the differences that SNAP have already made within Central Bedfordshire include
setting up a Home-start parent mentoring pilot as well as providing training and support via
children centres. SNAP have gained funding for short breaks for young people as well as Special
Educational Needs Transport Advocacy Service (SENTAS), an organisation that provides families
with information on home to school transport including the legislation and statutory government
guidance that surround this issue.

Central Bedfordshire Council - Domestic abuse
Tracy Mintern, a Domestic Abuse Engagement Officer (Children’s Services, CBC), presented
slides regarding ‘Unhealthy Relationship’ via PowerPoint. The team at CBC is a six person team
- a strategic service that is not provided face to face but is a question service via email.
The presentation also provided information about unhealthy relationships, perpetrators,
types of abuse and how to recognise abuse and what to do should you be a victim of abuse,
or are concerned that you are the perpetrator. National and local statistics from the Office of
National Statistics (ONS) was provided.
A ‘perpetrator’ is someone that is abusing another person. Examples of perpetrators include
friends, a family member or a whole family, a stranger, partner, spouse or child. Young people
may be abusing their parents. A family or whole community maybe abusing someone that they
feel is bringing shame to the family, for example, within the travelling and Asian communities.
There are many agencies that can support perpetrators without judgement. RESPECT is a
national helpline that works with domestic abuse perpetrators, male victims and young people
who use violence and abuse. In Central Bedfordshire the organisation ‘Bridge’ undertakes
project work with people during a 13 or 27 week programme.
For someone that is being abused the advice is to ‘talk to someone trustworthy’, call the
police on ‘999’ or if in immediate danger; by pressing ‘55’. The silent solution is available
so that the victim does not have to speak if they are afraid to. Alternatively, they can cough
or tap while on the phone. Crimestoppers can also anonymously report domestic abuse.
Bedfordshire Domestic Abuse Partnership is (BDAP) is available in Central Bedfordshire
Other local support that is available, for example, ‘Change Ur Life’ for young people in the
LGBTQ community and ‘Sorted’ also for young people as well as ‘Gallop’ for the lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender community.
For women aged 16+ there is the Luton All Women’s Centre, Women’s Aid (Luton). Information
on these organisations is available on Facebook, Twitter, CBC websites and podcasts.
The HWCB Young Healthwatch Officer provided a summary of the information shared during the
event and showed a YHW Volunteer Video.
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Just Ask - 13th August 2021
Dunstable
Returning to face to face engagement after restrictions were eased in the summer of 2021, we held
the first ‘Just Ask’ event on 13th August in Dunstable at the Asda car park. 16 members of HWCB
staff and volunteers with a total of 123 visitors came along to the event from the surrounding area.

123 visitors

16 members of staff
and volunteers

Five organisations joined us in Dunstable which included Age UK, Bedfordshire Fire & Rescue,
Carers in Bedfordshire, East London Foundation Trust Bedfordshire Wellbeing Service (ELFT BWS)
and Dunstable Leisure Centre. Various leaflets, pamphlets and flyers were distributed about HWCB
and many other local health and social care services, including support services and voluntary and
community organisations. A total of 25 feedback forms were completed by visitors.
At this event HWCB leaflets were handed out as well as Lateral Flow Tests kindly provided by
Central Bedfordshire Council.
A full summary of feedback from visitors can be found in Appendix B. Examples are given below:

Lady with three children – Wanted more
information about HWCB and what we do

After speaking to the team, took leaflets and
items about child health

Gentleman – Asked about HWCB

After speaking to the team, took various
leaflets

Lady – asked how to obtain a blue badge

She was given Care Choices Directory and
signposted to CBC & DRC for additional
support and advice with her disability

Gentleman – discussed support for
respiratory condition and diabetes as
currently not receiving any help

Discussed support available, given various
leaflets and advised to contact HWCB for
additional information and signposting, if
required
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Gentleman - wanted any information on
how to keep his family safe from Covid-19
and how to change his dentist.

Provided information on changing dentist
and advice on testing plus vaccination
programme. Introduced him to the Fire
Brigade, to talk about smoke and carbon
monoxide alarms

Gentleman – carer of elderly parent

Provided with information for Age UK, Carers
in Bedfordshire, Respite at Home and fire
information

Lady - wanted information and advice
about diabetes support

HWCB contacted Diabetes service at Bedford
hospital and a self-referral form was sent to
her

Lady - husband was a patient of a
dementia unit and she was concerned as
the unit was only undertaking phone
consultations and felt that her husband’s
condition was worsening

HWCB contacted ELFT patient liaison service
who said they would contact the lady
directly and make the necessary enquiries on
her behalf about face to face consultations

Additional feedback from organisations who joined the event:
‘I gave out lots of information leaflets to people and just had some general conversations
about what we offer. It was great to network with the other organisations on the day
too. Most people just wanted to enquire and take a leaflet - I did get through quite a
few!! Love the new gazebo too!!!’
Sharon Rogers, Carers in Bedfordshire
‘It was good to be back meeting the public, face to face, and I was very grateful for
the opportunity to join the ‘Just Ask’ bus again. In the time that I was present the
numbers visiting the supermarket seemed lower than in the past but those who did
visit the stand seemed to find all the information extremely helpful. The presence of
the Fire Service helped to draw attention to the event!
I spoke to approximately eight to ten people about our services and most found the
opportunity to take relevant booklets useful. One person asked for a benefit check and
we have since made contact with them.’
Hilary Tuohy, Age UK
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Just Ask - 21st September 2021
biggleswade
On 21st September, we held the second ‘Just Ask’ event in the Market Square at Biggleswade.
The date also coincided with the town’s weekly market day and many other stalls were
present. We were joined by seven HWCB staff and volunteers and six organisations which
included Age UK, MoreLife, Respite at Home, Bedfordshire Fire & Rescue Service, the Disability
Resource Centre (DRC) and East London Foundation Trust Wellbeing Service. A total of 161
visitors came along to the event from the surrounding area.

161 visitors

6 partner
organisations

A full summary of feedback from visitors can be found at Appendix C. Examples are given
below:
Lady - explained about a recent car
accident and wanted to know about
exercising gently

Referred to Active Lifestyles

Elderly lady - required help with gardening
and housework

Referred to Hilary from Age UK and given
Age UK leaflets, details to attend the
Festival for Older People and HWCB general
information leaflet

Lady - asked about lasting power of
attorney for her parents

Referred to Hilary from Age UK and given
Age UK leaflets, also signposted to Citizens
Advice Bureau

Gentleman - asked about health, weight
and fitness management

Referred to MoreLife

Lady - wanted mental health support for a
young person

Provided CHUMS, CAMHS, Kooth, and OpenDoor information plus generic leaflet

Lady - requested activities for disabled
child and elderly relative

HWCB provided leaflets about local swimming
opportunities, the CBC digital library, Advice
Central leaflets and SNAP, local parent carer
forum
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Additional feedback from organisations who joined the event:
‘Thank you again for inviting us to today’s event. For us, the aim is to increase our brand
awareness across Central Bedfordshire and increase self-referrals for our service. We
did manage to talk to several people and hopefully, those conversations will lead to
positive outcomes.
We look forward to seeing you again at the Festival for Older People at the Rufus Centre.
If you also have any more events in the future, we will be more than happy to attend’
Marcus Cantazaro, MoreLife

‘Visitors were interested in gardening, new booklets on finance, useful contacts and
adapting homes. A few people took leaflets on bladder and bowel issues (without
discussion)’
Hilary Tuohy, Age UK
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Age UK Bedfordshire

q

a

Carers vouchers – are they obtained
through CBC or AGE UK?

Are you considering doing digital education
training for the older generations?

Contact CBC to apply for carers vouchers
which can be paid directly to AGE UK by
the council for their services but can use
for other companies too. This service was
in place from the council before the
pandemic.

This was due to be launched before the
pandemic but will be looked into again as
the restrictions are lifted. Contact number
shared with the Zoom attendees for AGE
UK.

If anyone wanted to volunteer for AGE UK
how do we go about it?

When will AGE UK be able to see people
face to face?

Go onto enquiries for AGE UK and you’ll be
contacted. Particularly need volunteers for
befriending calls.

Hopefully in the summer and gradually
staff are returning to the office and waiting
on the restrictions to be lifted more. Also
depends on the client too and their
requirements.

BLMK Clinical Commissioning Group
Will more virtual call appointments be
used going forward?
Things will continue to evolve but hopefully
we can preserve a range of options
appropriate for patients from those learnt
from the pandemic. Doctors are now used to
texting, sending a sicknote directly etc.
rather than sitting in a waiting room but not
suitable for everyone. Hope to see more
face to face patients too.
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In a rural village I see many people who
suffer more and more from the delay in
having joint replacements - I have asked
the Commissioning Group if they have a
recovery plan as such people continue to
deteriorate.
When there is a delay in a joint
replacement, there are other side effects
too for the patient. The CCG are looking
how to deal and process the backlog and are
even considering using private hospitals for
NHS patients. This applies to other areas
too.
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Observation – I opted to use the e-consult
option and sent a photo to GP, bit like a
form of triage, which worked well and have
had a good outcome. I think there should be
more publicity of this.

The Thomas Pocklington Trust advised that
from their clients, they had been advised
that information from hospitals is not being
provided in an alternative format in a way
that is acceptable, for example, in email or
large print format for partially sighted. If
individuals request, it should be provided.

Appreciate the feedback. An effective and
efficient way of dealing with certain areas
but not triage as believe that is still best
done in person. I will raise the question of
publicity though.

I’ll pick this up with you separately to see if
there is a problem within the hospital but
generally, people should contact the
hospital Patient Liaison Service (PALs)
initially, who should address this quickly.

What are the main reasons for antivaccination and how is this being tackled?

How will the shortage of vaccines in CBC
affect residents?

Uptake has been less in the younger age
groups, possibly main reason is that they
feel less threatened from the virus, as
statistically they are less likely to get it. In
CBC, some areas also in minority ethnic
groups but that is low in CBC. Side effects is
another, whether good or bad and
conspiracy theorists. Tackled by providing
with information and talk things through
with their questions, to show people in
places of responsibility are having the
vaccination including GPs and leaders in
their communities. The communications
focus needs to change now, from previous
role models to younger role models to
target this group. Phobia of needles is
another area and can be injected in the
bottom as well as the arm but distraction is
easier if in the arm. Promoted how safe the
vaccination centres are for those who have
been shielding as daunting going into a
‘mass vaccination centre’. Terminology was
daunting but reassurance with videos, on TV
to show the safety measures in place and
now less hesitance and more confidence in
the process.

It will affect the same locally as nationally
and the process will be slowed down but
there is enough vaccine to fulfil the second
vaccination for all those who have had the
first one and the priority groups will be
targeted and achieved still by mid-April.
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Is the leaflet that was meant to be
delivered to each household around vaccine
hesitancy going ahead, as I haven’t seen
any yet?
Leaflets have been started to be circulated
recently but there has been a small delay.
I’ve been told not to call the doctors for
vaccinations but had to call for both
appointments to be made.
GP surgeries work differently but in Chris’s
surgery they invite priority groups to start
with, then the next are contacted but
because of the small amounts of vaccines
provided the surgeries can not do a mass
booking. If patients feel that they are
missed, then they should contact the
surgeries.
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If you have the first vaccination, will you
be covered (protected) if you don’t have
the second one?

How is the system managed if you live on
the borders, i.e. GP is in CBC but resident
in Buckinghamshire?

The second one boosts the first vaccine so
you will have a higher protection but is
your choice. One vaccination is better than
none.

Its where you are resident as to which
council will contact you but may be
variants.

Lateral flow tests – had two in a hospital
and one in a drive through. Do you believe
that we can do it ourselves as well as
hospitals, with the gag reflex and people
possible reluctant to do it properly?
In the testing sites, there is someone
observing you, to ensure you did it properly
and there is a mirror to watch too. You do
need to go high up your nose and to your
gag point, to ensure it is done properly.
We were asked to use QR codes outside
buildings and use these when enter them.
Is this still tied into use anywhere, as
doesn’t seem to be used?
This was a national system; the necessity
of its use fell. It is not used locally and the
information is collected nationally.

How many staff do you have, how many
tests are done in a day and how many
positive cases? It must be a daunting task?
Numbers down to about 40 cases a day and
have 20 paid staff contact tracers, who
spend time make additional calls to bring
numbers down by targeting specific areas.
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What is available for those with sight loss,
hard of hearing etc. to do tests at home?
People would be helped through the
process and can have a carer to accompany
them. Home test kits are available but
would need support at home from family
or carer. Provision will be found and will
advise directly.

Since the advent of the new process have
any lessons been identified?
CBC were one of only a few councils to
take up the Local Zero Model, to start
with. There has been much better
information gathered and been able to
target more quickly. Overall, it has been a
very positive process.
Shielding, what’s the CBC Public Health’s
viewpoint rather than the Governments?
Be really cautious, keep to social distancing
(avoid peak hours when shopping, avoiding
public transport if you can), wear your mask
and slowly edge back into the world again.
If you need support, speak to local
organisations who can provide advice and
telephone support.
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Would Fatumo encourage people to get
tested regularly even if they don’t have any
symptoms and is there a cost attached to
this?
Testing, I believe, will become a regular
way of life and the way forward to keep the
numbers down, to self-isolate and advise
others to isolate, quickly, with no cost
involved.

Is there a ratio between false positives and
negative?
For lateral flow tests the ability to pick up
positives is affected by the number of
positives there are in the wider population.
So, when cases were really high the rapid
tests were as good as PCR at picking up
positive cases. Now that cases have gone
down, we cover this by asking lateral flow
positives to have a PCR test to confirm they
are positive.

Diabetes Education Team

What is the age group for DESMOND?
All ages that have had a diabetes diagnosis
for less than 1 year.

T1 diabetes can you explain more?
T1 is where your pancreas has stopped
totally and won’t ever work again and
patients are reliant on insulin. Team are not
qualified to discuss specifically as so
specialised but people with Type 1 diabetes
are taught about how to adjust their insulin
levels and manage their condition.

Has there been an Increase in diagnosis?
Yes, greatly increased and diagnosis not
been happening as people reluctant to go
to GP or could not get an appointment.
Staying in and inactive, eaten more and all
has had an impact on diabetes. HBA1C
(haemoglobin A1c) – test for T2 and results
are a lot higher than would normally
expect.
Comment - information has been very
helpful as have an elderly relative who is
not complying with the diagnosis, so this is
helpful. Thank you.

Community Voluntary Service (CVS )

Do you run events?

What does CVS stand for?

No but we publicise events and place
adverts to promote the charity event.

Community Voluntary Service.

Are you noticing online fatigue and how are you advising organisations to deal with that?
Yes definitely but no advice specifically. Full admiration for the voluntary groups who have
been able to continue - we were able to provide four guitars for one group.
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Disability Resource Centre (DRC)

Do you support with PiP or ESA applications
and also those who are already on these?
Yes, when have the forms, collect relevant
information and referred to the benefit
advisor, who will respond within 5 days.
For those already on these benefits we can
advise on these too.
Carers in Bedfordshire (CIB)
Have you seen an increase in young carers
seeking support during Covid-19?

The service you are providing is a lot by
people coming together for support

Many about getting online so provided
laptops as we had some donated. Reliant
on schools providing the links and spend a
lot of time talking to SENCO’s in schools to
identify those who are carers and still
available. Had zoom meetings and did
some face to face activities last week.

Yes and they have been doing gaming
sessions e.g. Minecraft and ‘talk’ via chat
on how they are all coping. Number of
phone calls made has increased
dramatically especially the online sessions
as they are unable to leave the person
they care for.

Have you had an increase of people
contacting you?

Do you need to have caring experience
yourself or skills based to volunteer?

Yes especially from male carers. We are
looking to have a programme of events
dedicated for men, for example, clay
pigeon shooting session.Traditionally it is
usually middle-aged women who take on
the carer’s role and identify with the role.
Men say ‘I’m just a dad or took on this role
when I married to support (in sickness and
in health)’.

Accept all sorts of people and utilise your
skills – arts and crafts, IT literate,
refreshments and chatting with people.

Dementia carers have seen an increase of
safe-guarding issues and Carers In
Bedfordshire have supported this.
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Is transport provided to attend pop up
cafes?
Yes to the closest café if people are really
struggling financially but could get on a
bus, they would need to pay a nominal
amount but looked at on an individual
basis.
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Registered as CIB but need to make an
appointment for change of status from
unpaid to paid carer for my husband who is
in receipt of PiP and ESA and concerned
about the financial implications.
Call in to our support worker for advice and
we can advise as you are still supporting
your husband; we still recognise your role
and can support you.

Comment - The newsletter is very good!
Thank you. Having motivational speaker
articles has been very successful.

MoreLife
Would an adult couple be eligible who are
adopting a child in progress.

When will you be starting face to face
engagement?

MoreLife also run an adult programme as
long as live in one of three areas - so could
attend 12-week family programme, one
session/week for 12 weeks.

Face to face started last term in schools and
a trial is starting in mid-August at the family
centre in Bedford but not in Central
Bedfordshire yet.

HWCB passed Nadim’s details on to
enquirer.

Summer clubs are planned at Thomas
Whitehead school.

Have you seen a rise in unhealthy lifestyle
during Covid-19?
Hard to judge but in school, teachers
concerned about bad habits, tiredness,
sleeping for children. Hence why plan to
work more with schools in September.
SNAP Parent Carer Forum
Would you recommend that a parent / carer
become a member if trying to get an ASD
diagnosis.

Do you have to be parent or carer to be a
member?

Yes always, it’s about need, not diagnosis.
It is good having parents at the beginning of
the journey as it reduces barriers and
parents want different things.

Yes, however there is a professional
membership available. Funding is for
parents/carers. Good if you are working
with other families.
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I am an ‘Independent visitor for a child in
care’ with ADHD. Asked for details about
courses.

Do lanyards still have the same impact, a
young volunteer felt Covid-19 has decreased
the impact. Is it still working for your users?

Yes, as long as you are caring for a child
with SEND. SNAP has foster carers who are
members. HWCB shared details to person
who asked question. No ADHD courses
planned just yet but meeting today about
ADHD offer and training.

Kirsty said she does actually have quite a
few requests since last order. She works off
trust, no questions asked about
circumstances and she will send them to
that person. She has seen report of misuse.
Nadim of MoreLife asked to share details
about their services and referral paths, with
SEND. Kirsty happy to share MoreLife details
with their SEND users and also on their
directory.

CBC Domestic Abuse

Signposting services – which is the best one
to start with?

Have you seen an increased number of
Domestic Abuse cases during Covid-19?

Any are suitable however the National
Domestic helpline 24/7, 365 days a year,
online service or phone, suitable for
weekends, out of hours, or local services,
whatever you are most comfortable with.

Yes, we have, Multi Agency Risk Assessment
Conference (MARAC) deal with high risk
cases, now increased to two per month.
Cases have increased; there was a steady
level where there was worryingly a lack of
reporting. One service had 900% increase
on traffic to their website.

ELFT
Why is our local mental health waiting list
never ending? Two years we’ve waited for
therapy and still waiting...

Are GP surgeries following up mental
health enquiries?

Suggest getting back in touch with the team
they were originally involved with to check
they are still on the list, as I’m unaware of
anyone waiting that long to be seen. There
may have been miscommunication and they
have been referred on to another team but
this has not happened. Please go back to
your contact to check.

Yes, they should be and a key part of the
transformation, discussed earlier. 1/3 of
enquiries to GPs are mental health related.
They try to check in straight away into a
primary care worker to assess, connect and
be seen with other units in a more timely
manner.
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Appendix B
Feedback - DUNSTABLE
Lady with 3 children wanted to know more
about HWCB

Talked about HWCB and took leaflets and
items about child health.

Gentleman wanting more information
about HWCB

Talked about HWCB and took leaflets.

Lady – asked about how to obtain a blue
badge

Gave her Care Choices directory and
signposted to CBC & DRC for additional
support and advice with her disability.

Gentleman came over unwell, previous
condition, as approached the store

HWCB sourced a wheelchair from Asda and
took him back to his car, where his wife took
over his care.

Gentleman – discussed support for respiratory
condition and diabetes, currently not
receiving any help

Discussed support available and given
referral and information about HWCB.

Lady – discussed her father who was home
from hospital after having coronavirus,
blood poisoning and chronic bed sores and
now bed bound. When asked, said carers
aren’t doing any exercises with father.

Advised to contact the Care Manager to ask
for them to be added. Also suggested
contacting Adult Services at CBC for
additional support and who coordinates the
care received. Introduced to Carers in
Bedfordshire who gave additional advice of
their support and their leaflets.

Elderly lady awaiting operation, though
shouldn’t be too much longer to wait she
believed

Provided with CBC and Adult Services
contact details, as well as HWCB freebie
trolley coin and bag.
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Gentleman had no issues and appreciated
that we had volunteers doing this type of
community support

Talked about HWCB and took leaflets. Would
keep in mind for future.

Lady had received excellent care for her
cancer treatment from the Luton &
Dunstable (L&D) hospital

HWCB will feedback to L&D

Lady was full of praise for her care by the
L&D (Not mentioned what treated for). Kirby
Road Surgery is her GP but is disgusted with
their telephone system to access services
and can never get an appointment.

HWCB will feedback to Kirby Road Surgery

Gentleman talked about his health
challenges and HWCB

Took leaflets and a HWCB freebie trolley
coin.

Gentleman wanted any information on how
to keep his family safe from Covid-19 and
how to change his dentist

Provided information on changing dentist
and advice on testing when had been out
mingling. Introduced him to the Fire Brigade
to talk about smoke and carbon monoxide
alarms.

Lady required T2 diabetes information

HWCB to introduce to local Diabetes UK.
Requires additional support. Self-referral
information requested by HWCB and sent
directly to customer.

Gentleman who is carer of elderly parent
requested information

Provided information for Age UK, Carers in
Bedfordshire, Respite at Home and fire
information.

Elderly couple – wife is carer but had to go
into hospital suddenly recently and there
was no care for the husband. He contacted
his local Good Neighbour Scheme and a care
agency but was unaware of anywhere else to
get support.

Provided with Carers in Bedfordshire leaflet.
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82-year old lady had just started
physio at Woodside Clinic under Circle
Health, after two hip replacements.
Her GP has been good at referring
her and she has received prompt
attention. When Circle Health advised
her physiotherapist was in Bedford
but she said she was unable to get
there, they sought another venue
and is being seen two weeks later.
She was emailed physio exercises to
do in the interim; excellent service
from Circle Health, with her next
appointment already given.

Gentlemam’s wife is in
Townsend Court Dementia
Unit – only accepting
phone calls, no visitors
still. He is very concerned
and becoming paranoid
that she’s not being looked
after.

Mother and daughter, caring
for her elderly mother recently
arrived from India, who has T2
diabetes. Her mother has a GP
appointment today to discuss
monitoring her levels which are
currently very high. She will
contact us if there is an issue or
needs support. Her husband has
T1 diabetes and talked about
a libre machine to help him
monitor his diabetes potentially
and advised her to speak to his
diabetes nurse.
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Appendix C
Feedback - BIGGLESWADE
Lady wanted advice as her grandson is
having problems booking his 2nd vaccine.

HWCB advised to use Government website
and call NHS119 if still unable to book.
Provided lateral flow box.

Lady had a car accident and wanted to
know about exercising gently

Referred to Active Lifestyles who were
present at the event.

An elderly lady required help with
gardening and housework

Gave Age UK leaflets, details of FOP and
HWCB generic leaflet.

Lady asked about lasting power of attorney
for her parents

Age UK leaflet provided.

A gentleman asked about health, weight
and fitness management

Referred to MoreLife

A gentleman approached us who runs a
mental health service ‘Biggs for men’,
sessions are by Zoom & in person,
currently applying for funding.

Provided contact details and said would
signpost anyone. HWCB volunteer offered to
help in the women’s service.

Lady wanted mental health support for a
young person

Provided CHUMS, CAMHS, Kooth and OpenDoor names plus generic leaflet.

Gentleman recommended Boots hearing
aid service at Biggleswade Retail Park

Said it’s a very good service and would
recommend. HWCB will signpost.
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#JUSTASK21

Lady requested activities for disabled child
and elderly relative

Provided swimming leaflet, CBC digital
library and Advice Central leaflets.

Lady enquired about her housebound
husband and needed a home visit as he
was vomiting

She had trouble contacting the surgery but
they refused to see him.

Lady had trouble getting the vaccine
because she could not travel and cannot
get her flu jab

Advised to contact Good Neighbours’ Group

Married couple can’t get through to
surgery by phone and when do there is no
triage available. Lady had to call NHS 111
who sent an ambulance for her.

NHS 111 phoned the surgery to get steroid
and antibiotic medications.

Bedford Urology department keep
cancelling appointments and over a year
since last spoken to anyone. December
2019 – January 2020 had a call back and
had video appointments during that time
too but spoken to 4 different urologists but
not moving forward at all. Advised recently
has another video call scheduled.

Advised to speak to his GP as was seeing
them today to ensure hasn’t fallen off the
list and ask if he can push forward for him.
Also wanted advice on mental health issues
and provided leaflets on talking therapies
and CHUMs mindfulness leaflet. Advised to
speak to his GP about mental health.
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Are you passionate
about Health and
Social Care?
Volunteers are at the heart
of everything we do, from
talking to people about their
experiences of local health
and social care services and
helping at our community
outreach events.
Volunteering is flexible, so
you can talk to us about
how much time you want to
give.

T. 0300 303 8554
www.healthwatch-centralbedfordshire.org.uk
E: annette.brown@ healthwatchcentralbedfordshire.org.uk

About Healthwatch
Central Bedfordshire
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire is the
local consumer champion, promoting choice
and influencing the provision of high quality
health, social care and wellbeing services for
all across Central Bedfordshire.
Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire (HWCB)
has significant statutory powers to ensure
that the voice of the consumer is
strengthened and heard by those who
commission, deliver and regulate health and
care services. HWCB engages and consults
with all sections of the local population so
that a wide cross-section of views are heard,
understood and acted upon. Everything we
say and do is informed by our connections to
local people and our expertise is grounded in
their experience.

Healthwatch Central Bedfordshire is one
of three local Healthwatch in the County
of Bedfordshire and belongs to a network
of local Healthwatch. Healthwatch England
leads, supports and guides the Healthwatch
network, which is made up of the national
body and local Healthwatch across each of
the 152 local authority areas in England.
Healthwatch is the only body looking solely
at people's experiences across all health
and social care. As a statutory watchdog,
our role is to ensure that local health and
social care services, and the local decisionmakers, put the experiences of people at
the heart of their care.
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